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T h e  L o n g  a n d  W i n d i n g  R o a d
It’s the most anticipated airplane release in X-Plane history, and it’s imminent. After years of hard work, years of frustration and 
setbacks, JROLLON PLANES is about to change the flight simulator dynamic. After the CRJ-200, pilots in MS Flight Simulator 
will no longer be able to  say they have the best aircraft files. Welcome to the Paradigm Shift. Interview by the xp10reviews team

The Issue at Hand
It is impossible to overstate the significance of this 
aircraft file for the future of X-Plane. MsFS is a dead 
platform, or so we are told, but the reality remains that 
Flight Simulator is a mature, stable platform with a huge 
established user base, and within this world-view X-Plane 
remains the decided underdog simply by virtue of a lack 
of high quality add-ons. Users of Flight Simulator have a 
huge variety of ultra-high quality aircraft and scenery 
add-ons available to enhance their platform, while X-
Plane is seen as dominated by freeware offerings of less 
than stellar quality. X-Plane undergoes frequent 
development cycles that make many products virtually 
obsolete overnight–and without warning, or so say MsFS 
developers, so why bother making products for that 
platform. To make matters even more interesting, there 
are new flight simulators in development, and if even one 
of them debuts with a product set well in advance of 
what X-Plane offers, this platform may well go the way of 
the Dodo.

Tom Kyler, certainly among the handful of aircraft 
designers we call our best, states he wants his next effort 
to be in the same league as anything that PMDG offers, 
and that’s a telling remark. The statement implies that 
PMDG is at the top of the A-list. They are something to 
take aim at. And they don’t make one product for X-
Plane. So, Tom and a group of like minded developers 
decided to see what they could come up with to equal 
the best of the MsFS pantheon.

And so the story goes… until one day an enterprising 
Spanish game developer got it into his head to take aim 
at PMDG, and perhaps go ‘em one better. To raise the 
bar, in other words, and beat ‘em at their own game. His 
choice of weapons: the Canadair Regional Jet, model 
200, a ubiquitous commuter RJ familiar to anyone who’s 
been in an airport within the past decade of so. One that 

also happens to be pretty, almost alluring in a low-slung, 
vampish sort of way. 

And then our enterprising Spanish developer made a 
video or three, and the rest is, as they say, History. 
History with a capital H. Javier Rollon’s videos have 
captured the X-Plane audience like nothing has before. 

Maybe it was the music? Chicane’s Sunstroke soothed 
and tempted with it’s soaring, oceanic strings, while a 
wind shear alert chimed in the background, hinting that 
something dramatic is about to happen... to you.

Or maybe it’s the rain drops in a darkened CRJ cockpit 
that pulled you in and made you want to experience this 
magic space in more detail. And you watched these 
videos and felt the awe and wonder, all the more so 
because this particular brand of awe and wonder has 
long been promised in X-Plane but has never really been 
delivered. Until now.

Yet release hovers just out of reach.

So, here we have a project conceived in La Cuidad 
Dorada, Salamanca, the city of golden light, a city once 
made prominent by Roman roads that spanned the 
ancient province of Lusitania, yet it now seems poised to 
raise X-Plane’s fortunes. Without Javier Rollon’s 
CRJ-200, X-Plane might well have suffered a fate worse 
than death: X-Plane would quite possibly have withered 
away into irrelevance.

But that was then. That possibility existed before Javier 
Rollon. Not now.

Whatever else happens in X-Plane, we’ll look back on 
these days as that time “before the CRJ” came along. 

So join us now as we walk along the fault lines and talk 
with the team that has crafted this file. And once again, 
welcome to the Paradigm shift.
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So, our welcome to 
Javier and Anton, the 
team at JROLLON 
PLANES.
Could you tell us a 
little about yourself, 
a n d w h e r e y o u r 
interest in aviation 
came from? Can you 
t a l k abou t game 
development, and 
how that led to your 
i n t e re s t i n fl i g h t 
s i m u l a t o r s i n 
g e n e r a l ?  W h a t 
sparked your interest 
to develop your first 
airplane for X-Plane? 
A n d w h a t t h r e e 
aircraft files, in your experience, do you think have been 
most important to X-Plane?

Javier: Well... hello! I am 39 years old. Was born on 
Salamanca. A city 200 Km west from Madrid, but always 
lived in the capital of Spain. I never knew how to draw 
really well but from the beginning computers helped me a 
lot in that. From my first Spectrum 48k 'till now I have 
been playing lots of  the games I saw, and that was the 
seed of the work I have today. 
I don't know really, why I liked planes. I have nobody on 
my family that was pilot, not lived near an airfield or 
whatever. Maybe I saw a movie or something when I was 
child and started to have scaled planes like that little zero 
(also, I don't know why I liked Japanese stuff!). 
Because I love video-games I saw first simulators on my 
spectrum that let me fly virtually, even if graphics where 
just lines and transparent planes. But Imagination is really 
powerful. Sometime later I bought the Commodore 
Amiga, just because I saw playing on it the game F/A 18 
In te rceptor. (h t tp : / /www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Mb_YOvmINHQ)  I was amazed by those 3D graphics 
and the sound!! That was really the first moment I “died” 
to have a better experience flying on computers. A few 
years after that, when  I was 30-something I flew 
sometimes on ‘sailors learning’...but that is another story.
Of course someone like me, after failing Physics at 
university, choose the 3D learning on the moment when 
Pixar was doing their first amazing shorts... That time I 
didn't  fail on 3D and I signed on with a young company 
that made their only first game, but really loved one 
"Blade of Darkness" (http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ol3tp4YXHSM)  where I started as animator. Other 
games followed, such as Fenimore Fillmore the 
We s t e r n e r ( h t t p : / / w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m / w a t c h ?
v=mPjNTNyHpQU) or a little collaboration on Crysis from 
Crytek.
As I said before I loved simulators so of course I had 
Microsoft flight Simulator from it's beginnings. The one 
that I used more was the Fs9 version and at that moment 
I just looked a little at X-Plane version 8.64. FSX came 
out and of course I bought it, and because I was having 

lessons on gliders, I 
tried to reproduced 
all  I learned on FSX 
w i t h t h e d e f a u l t 
g l i d e r. G r a p h i c s 
where ok.. but not 
the behavior. I tried 
"Condor Soa r ing 
Simulator" and was 
fine.. but also tried X-
plane 9 again and 
love it.
Graphics became 
better this time and 
the default soaring 
plane it was really 
near the feelings I 
h a d o n t h e r e a l 
plane. So I bought it 

and started playing with other planes.
There was a day that I flew Bobo's free AT6G Texan 
online with 2 other spanish people. Was a short flight but 
I missed that the Texan didn't have any 3D cockpit, and 
for me it was really important (and it is right now) to have 
3D cockpit, because "you feel" like you’re inside, and 
with trackIR it is amazing. So after finishing one of the 
most fun online flights I’d had yet, I asked it's author if I 
could make a 3d cockpit for the plane, never thinking 
that I would make a huge work.
That was the beginning working for x-plane.
About those 3  planes? well there is a problem when you 
build.... and from beginning with x-plane 9, I flew not so 
much... so only a I tested a few planes. Of course  the 
default glider, the Cessna and commercially Tom's Kyler’s 
MU-2, of course!

Anton: My name is Anton and I’m from Moscow. Well my 
interest to aviation started when I first saw FS2002.
The first ever development for simulators was a little 
experience with FSX. My friend started to make Boeing 
737-800 and I decided to help him with that... But may 
be after 3 months of development we decided to give X-
Plane a try and we loved it. So the development 
continued on X-Plane. Unfortunately the development 
stopped after 9 months due to some problems with 
people in team.
At that time I thought why not to try to start my own 
project and that was A320. After I had something to show 
I mailed Javier and asked if he could help me with 3D 
stuff and now I’m developing CRJ as you know.
IMHO: the major planes for X-Plane for sure are MU-2, 
B738 and XPFW B757.

Xp10:   Can you talk a little about the AT-6 Texan?

Javier: Well... Almost it is explained there on the first 
question.. but I felt really comfortable on the first steps 
doing the cockpit, and investigating how I could make it, 
that I was totally shocked about the new experience 
working on that cockpit. It took me (I think it was 3-4 
months) for completing the 3d cockpit  from beginning. I 
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didn't have any manipulators, so I just picked 
instruments and deleted the texture to make them 
transparent but manageable. I think I must redo several 
things on future updates of this plane.
The plane is freeware, but really “donation-ware”. I must 
say that I thank everyone that made those donations.. 
but truly it is not the best way to earn money working.
Next plane would have to be payware, so.... 

Xp10:    Why did you chose to do the SeaMax for your 
first payware project? Did you ever have the opportunity 
to fly in one, or get to talk to pilots who have?

Javier: Really the first 
payware was the Javelin 
and the one I feel more 
proud of the planes I have 
done. (CRJ still is not out). 
But asking the question 
a b o u t t h e S e a m a x : 
why? Well it came from a 
period of time where I was 
s t a c k e d o n t h e 
developement of the CRJ. 
I needed programming 
from one guy.. so I parked 
it and decided not to 
surrender.
I needed to make a plane 
that was easy, fast in the 
making and not  full of 
complex programming and “beautiful”. Thought about a 
seaplane because I wanted to make a bush VFR plane 
that could land anywhere.... for myself!!! Because I love 
to fly virtually and wanted to fly around Canada or Alaska 
where lots of lakes are around. I was seeing videos of 
seaplanes on youtube and 
there it came (http://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
w a t c h ?
v=87D7z5badFMhttp://
w w w. y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=87D7z5badFM)
The Seamax. I loved the 
shape of the plane so I 
showed it to my girlfriend 
and asked her "do you 
think this plane will be fun 
to fly" She loved it! So... I 
started the search.
  At that moment I did 2 
planes and a 3d cockpit. 
A s k e d t h e J a v e l i n 
Company if they could 
give me any information 
about the plane, but maybe because they were 
bankrupt I didn't get a reply. On Bombardier... I didn't get 
a reply either (which is understandable because they are 
a big company).
But the manufacturer in Brazil was really really nice to 
me. The owner replied to me and he gave me plans for it, 

as well as photos... information that we decided to 
change a little  so as not to give “free-eyes” to 
everyone.... and it worked! I loved the way we worked. 
Was 2 months of great work.

Xp10:    Could you talk a little about the landing gear 
setup on the SeaMax. It seems extremely complicated: 
how did you get it to work so well?

Javier: Well.. yes.. the Landing gear of the Seamax it is a 
bit complicated but with the help of the manufacturer and 
my skills as animator (and a good understanding  of 
Blender!!!) I managed to make it like the real one. Truly it 

has been not the most 
complicated landing gear 
animation I have done for 
a plane.  Animation of 
landing gears in X-Plane 
are hell, anyway!!!

Xp10:    Similarly, the 
Javelin’s HUD is equally 
impress i ve : can you 
describe the process you 
went through to make this 
s o r e a l i s t i c ? I n 
particular,  the HUD image 
really does look like the 
reflection of a projected 
i m a g e . H o w i s t h i s 
possible?!

Javier: Well this "bad, not desired guy on the .org" left the 
way you should do it on the forums. I don't know if the 
explanation is still there because Nicolas tried to 
delete all the messages I posted... and it is not easy to 

find it.
Well I must say that I am 
not the first that did it. 
Nils on the hurricane was. 
But (sorry Nils) I must say 
that mine is better done! 
Hahaha! Well... I saw that 
video, and asked Nils 
how to do it. What was 
the secret? He didn't 
want me to tell me the 
trick, and of course I 
understood because I 
w a s a p o s s i b l e 
competitor  to him. But 
that was enough for me 
to know that there was a 
way to do it.. so only 

investigation was needed 
(and I looooove  to investigate. I must say that is the 
thing I love  most. Solve problems). Ok.. Because I did 
video-games I knew that transparency depends on the 
order you export layers on game engines. What I did is a 
mask that was around the 3d plane  that had the 3D 
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HUD.. that way if "your eye" was crossing that mask.. 
you wouldn't see the hud.. but the transparency. 
I sent Ben Supnik a copy of the plane because I didn't 
wanted to break that thing. He told me that it was 
something It was wrong on x-plane but that he wasn't 
going to  change it (he did another thing for it.. with 
interior or external obj labels).. so right now I’m glad of it.. 
and the Shuttle on X-Plane 10 will have that Hud also. :)

Xp10:    Did you ever come across the Javelin prototype, 
or know anyone who flew the aircraft? It seems to 
possess design elements from the F-14, the F/A18 and 
the F5E: what else did you discover about this design 
while you worked on your acf?

Javier: Well.. I never talked with anyone about the 
Javelin. I only 
saw 3 videos 
on youtube.. 
f o u n d t h e 
website and 
investigating 
found more 
or less the 
similarities to 
o t h e r 
planes  that 
let me do the 
dynamics of it. It was on some points a work of 
imagination than the real one. Thanks God, I had those 
videos on youtube, where I could see it frame by frame.. 
until I completed the puzzle. As said before it is the plane 
I am most proud of it, and when I saw it on youtube I felt 
in love immediately, the same as the Seamax.  Always 
liked the design of fighters… but never liked the purpose 
they were made for. So when I saw this plane, I said, "I 
must do this one".

Xp10:    And could you tell us a little about how you go 
about making your sound files?

Javier: Some are recorded by Cameron (he has a lot of 
contacts in aviation). Some are free ones,  while others 
are not from planes but I 
modify them to appear like 
they are. Well.. I think sound 
and music it is the 70% on 
the feel of a video. In video-
games... it is almost the 
same. You are inside a 
several thousand polygons 
“airplane” that  will not ever 
collide with anything in the 
real world, but if you hear the tremendous sound of 
engines all around? Well, then you feel inside!

Xp10:    Would you tell us about your team? How many 
people are involved with the CRJ, and what expertise in 
design and/or aviation do they bring  to the group that 

you two don’t have? Perhaps as in all good teams, each 
team member has their own strengths and weaknesses?  
Can you describe how you each add your own magic to 
the team, as well as talk about any humorous habits your 
partner brings to the enterprise  (remember, each of you 
will be answering this same question;-)!

Javier: well.. I have nothing bad to say about the people 
working with me on the CRJ. Before the CRJ I contacted 
(or better said) Cameron contacted me to work together. I 
think he is doing a great job out there making promotion 
of my planes and fighting like a lion with people that 
don't like them, like or just desire to have your work out 
sooner than your should. For me this has given me a lot 
of time for working and not worrying about other 
things.  Even as I said before, he gives me lots of 
information about the planes I am making, and it is great 

always to work with that 
info on hand. 
I remember the first day I 
was talking with him. He 
g a v e m e  n e x t d a y 
several pictures of CRJ 
from desired angles! I 
was amazed.
Anton...... Well.. One 
A m e r i c a n a n d o n e 
Russian. I would be a 
great referee here in the 

middle of Spain if there were still the cold war. It is 
soooooo different the way both guys are!!! Culture, way 
of living, planes!! etc.! Both represent the biggest 
countries on aviation history!! I is an honor for me to be 
working with people from these two countries.  Well, 
anyway, Anton contacted me one year ago. He showed 
me a video with the avionics of his new A320 acf... and 
he asked me if I could help him by telling him how to 
model several parts of the plane.  I had a better idea. "I 
model your plane if you make my CRJ systems" He said 
yes too soon!!! Now he is pleased about the work he is 
doing on the CRJ but he never ever thought that this 
work would last so long!!! I also didn't know that it would 
be sp long, but had an idea that it would take it's time. 
We are working in separate countries. He is +2 hours 

from me. Luckily 
he goes to bed 
late so I can speak 
more or less with 
him with Skype. 
W e u s e t h e 
Dropbox system 
(d iscovered by 
Cameron, sent to 
me).

From the first, because I knew that this plane would take 
a long time, I wanted Anton to feel really comfortable 
about the plane. Everything was prepared for 
programming so he had not big problems to start with... 
but I wanted also for feel him like he chose that plane as 
his own. When you are helping others with your own 
work there is a limit where you can exploit and break up 
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the  relationship. It has been a year of development. Still 
we cannot yet say we are successful, but it truly would 
be really bad luck if we couldn't complete this project. 
This summer it is 40ºC in Spain.. and (this is worst) 40ºC 
in Moscow. A temperature that there hasn’t been in 
Russia for more than 100 years. I must say that the work 
that Anton has done is amazing and  yes, maybe 
sometimes something delays us or we don't have the 
strong will to work that "week" but I am proud for all of 
us.
Of course the jokes MUST be always be there. And the 
talk between us. We are solo workers in our houses yet 
when we have those "little" problems it is better to have 
an ear around, even if it is only a Skype ear. Of course 
Russians are Russians (like ice!) and USA people are 
from USA (with the gun on their belts!!! hahahaha) but 
I must say that Anton is not so cold (less now with 40º) 
and Cameron has never shot me!!! Yet! hahaha
Well.... an example of joking (but it is serious, too) we 
thought that the best way to name our relationship 
between Madrid and Moscow was MadCow (MADrid-
mosCOW) HAHAHA.
Anyway.... I must name all the people inside x-aviation 
like Tom Kyler and Goran that helped me on several 
things. And Propsman in the beginning. 

Xp10:    Would you tell us about why you chose to 
develop the CRJ-200 in the way that you have?  

Javier: Because I made a poll on x-pilot and x-plane.es 
that was one of the most voted planes. Of course I chose 
the ones to be inside the list of the poll. CRJ is fine 
because it reminds me like of the ATR. I loved the ATR in 
Flight1 and Fs9. It is a plane that doesn’t have all 
automatic controls, and you have to controlling rate of 
descent, the throttles, etc. 
You have to fly it! So I chose the CRJ because in my 
opinion most people spend time on simulators for one 
hour or so only. So Making a long "jump" plane was not 
my plan.  I saw how it was inside.. and loved the way it 
looks. Didn't chose a 737 because lots of people do 
things of Boeing. The CRJ is perfect for those one hour 
flights on X-Plane. But truly, going from cold and dark will 
take a lot more time to fly it!! 

Xp10:    Can you describe the challenges you faced 
gathering the highly technical material for the avionics in 
the CRJ, and how you overcame these challenges? What 
part of the avionics package was the most difficult to 
assemble, and what part do you think is going to most 
surprise the X-Plane community?

Javier: Well on avionics I think Anton is the one he should 
answer. On my part the most difficult part was the airfoils 
and the fuel consumption. Finally because I am in 
contact with 4 real pilots of the  CRJ they gave us 
explanations of how to do it... or reach a point near the 
true one. I must say that the CRJ-200 won't be a real 
simulator of the CRJ-200. It will be a simulator of a plane 
really  near the CRJ-200 in behavior. I am not a plane 

engineer, but I have received a lot of help from many 
people that do know how to.
That is why I started so soon making videos of the 
CRJ-200. I needed help from people... and the best way 
to get attention to my requests was to show that I was 
getting serious with this plane. Hope everything will end 
great for the pleasure of everyone!
The most surprise? Well I hope not for bad!!! hahahaha. 
Trully I am a little scared about the hype there is with the 
CRJ-200. Of course those videos made people’s 
imagination jump, yet they could be a monster 
that makes this adventure a failure. For me the CRJ-200 
it is not my final plane. After that will come the A320.. and 
latter who knows!? For sure the A320 will be better than 
the CRJ-200 if everything goes well. 
Surprise? Don't know.. I desire that the most suprise of 
the shuttle would be that people love to fly it long enough 
and they enjoy it. As said on the forum we are making 
this plane with love. Every little detail on graphics  or 
programming we give a lot of attention to, and we think 
people are going to be pleased with it. Hope there won't 
be any big bug. That could ruin everything. hehehe... This 
is the time so close to the end where I feel scared about 
the “newborn-baby". We will both become "fathers".

Xp10:    Avionics, especially FMCs, tend to be simplified 
in X-P. Rumors abound in the forums that the CRJ’s FMC 
will be as realistic as the real aircraft’s.   Can you outline 
some of the major features of your avionics suite, and 
provide a few insights into why you felt this was a good 
time to offer such a  sophisticated simulation?

Javier: Better this one answered by Anton, but I think 
always is a good time, and it is a good time nowbecause 
on Fs-X or Fs-9 there are lots of planes with good FMCs 
and other systems. But in on X-Plane there is not yet an 
airliner with all working inside. Of course you can say that 
x737 is the best airliner..and has his own FMC etc etc.... 
But remember what I answered before... I wanted to 
make a plane that you would feel inside as real. And that 
is why I made rain and iced-over windows, and paid so 
much attention to the avionics.

Anton: All planes have lot’s common things: wings, 
gears, flaps, etc. But only avionics of the aircraft can give 
you a feeling of something real in your hands. Rumors are 
rumors... But this CRJ will have as real an FMS as 
possible inside it with features it has in real life, for 
example: SID, STARS, Advisory VNAV, Holds. 

Xp10:    Anton, you are the team’s ‘programmer’; for the 
benefit of our readers would you elaborate on exactly 
what that means? For example, we understand you are 
programming the FMC, but just what exactly does this 
mean? Are there are other functions in avionics,  or 
elsewhere, you are working on that you would like to talk 
about?

Javier: Antooonnnn?? your turn!
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Anton: My work is to make something more than default 
can give you... So, I’m making all that you can click 
inside the cockpit. This will allow users to perform a full 
procedure from cold and dark, to take off, landing, and 
shutdown. 
I can separate all my work in three parts for better 
understanding: systems (electrical, fuel, etc.), avionics
(PFD, MFD, EICAS, etc.), navigation(Autopilot, FMS). This 
is in general... 

Xp10:      Along those same lines, Anton, could you 
describe in detail a particular function that you’ve been 
working on? Describe the system you programmed in 
this example, what programming skills that system 
utilized? What programming language do you use, 
how do you go about compiling? What about designing 
the various interfaces of the ship’s systems, bug-testing, 
reworking, testing again, etc., etc.! 
What we sense our readers need to 
understand is something that 
shows the massive amount of work 
you must be doing, but work that, if 
all has been done well, no one sees 
or can appreciate. In a sense you 
are the man behind the scenes,  so 
use this as an opportunity to reveal 
your efforts and let your audience 
understand all you’ve done to make 
this such a stand-out effort.

Anton: A good example will be an 
avionics cooling system... If for 
some reason it’s broken down or 
you forgot to switch it on, don’t be 
surprised that you can lose your 
displays after some time... :)
Everything is programmed in C++, 
currently I’m developing under Mac 
and Windows. Sometimes it’s really 
boring stuff to do, too!
Imagine you are making plane to fly 
the flight plan that was put inside 
FMS, first you code, than compile, 
than start X-Plane, than fill the flight 
plan, than takeoff and turn on an 
autopilot with Nav mode. In case 
there is something wrong with it... 
you will have to repeat it once again.
So that is why It takes longer than we expected. 

Xp10: Anton, could you talk a little about the Airbus 
project? What problems have you encountered because 
of the enormously complicated avionics?

Anton: For me Airbus avionics are the best one in our 
time (excuse me, Boeing fans).
That’s why I’ve decided to make it; another reason is that 
in MSFS world it’s very badly presented.
At the moment I can’t tell you that much about it, 
because CRJ-200 is the first to finish. Later we will tell 
you more about it.

Xp10:     Will complex procedures such as “go-arounds” 
and “holding patterns” be supported on the new FMC? 
For example, will Cat II/Cat III operations be included, 
and will other systems be as completely modeled, and 
could you give us a few examples?

Javier: About Cat III I must say that this plane won't 
support Cat III because it is only certified CAT II so, 
pilots, better keep your hands on the yokes!

Xp10: What, if any, operations and procedures have you 
had to omit from the SIM? Was this due to the 
complexity of the procedure, or a limitation in X-Plane?

Anton: The answer is “No”. Everything is possible in X-
Plane.

Xp10:      What are the top three 
things you’d like to see changed in 
the X-Plane environment?

Javier: Real time weather with not 
hard changes to make to do so. 
Different textures depending on 
places you are or the season of the 
year. Stronger on flying 2 or 3 
people together online as pilot, 
copilot, radio man...better sound 
system.... 3D clouds... better water 
simulation (for my seamax!! I mean I 
could see the waves) good ATC and 
possibility of flying online but also 
with AI also (I know IVAO or vatsim 
would have to redo several things... 
but you know.... this is the future, 
and x-plane is alive!)

Xp10:      Have you had any CRJ 
pilots giving you feedback on the 
SIM while still under development? 
If so, could you tell us generally 
how they test or use the SIM, and 
how you utilize their feedback to 
upgrade the flight dynamics of the 
file? And, do you feel that X-Plane 

h a s a d v a n t a g e s o v e r 
other  simulations when it comes to developing an 
accurate flight model? How have you taken advantage of 
that?

Javier: Yes.. as said before it has been 4 real pilots and 2 
mechanical men who work on the CRJ. I have lots of 
documentation, photos and sounds from them. It has 
been a pleasure working that way!
The only thing I am sad is never getting inside the cockpit 
of a CRJ. Even my girlfriend helped me making photos of 
the cabin. hehe.  The real pilots and documentation.. 
forums.. etc.. has been NECESSARY! If we didn't have 
that level of support we wouldn’t be talking about a 
future CRJ.  About the flight model of X-Plane against 
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other simulators. Well I only know well Fs9 and FsX as 
the opposite simulators. Always there were said that X-
plane had better physics than Microsoft ones. But it was 
said that it has worst graphics. Truly I can say that now 
that is not true... and only when people come and 
develop for X-Plane will we demonstrate that thing.  I 
thought, when I was on Fs9, that maybe dynamics were 
okay for smaller GA planes, but for airliners this was not 
so important. So, I could continue flying on "rails" in Fs9. 
Well I can say that those things are all! So if you bring 
good graphics on X-Plane, why not test it? Really for me 
at the beginning it was a problem that x-plane had better 
dynamics than Fs9. If I would choose FSX as developer I 
would have it easier, because as I said, I am not a plane 
engineer... But.. reading... reading... and more reading... 
gave me the posibility... and here I am. For sure an expert 
on dynamics can do a better job (I thought) so I asked for 
help and I got that help from our community.

Xp10:  With what you now know about aircraft design, 
what advice would you give someone contemplating 
developing their first aircraft? How would you advise 
them to proceed? What design tools do you recommend 
for a beginner, and what tools for someone getting better 
with, say,  a years experience?

Javier: Copy. Copy and Copy. Copy from one file to 
another. Never copy from only a person.. because that 
won't be your plane or your creation. Copy the best from 
the best people and join all these parts and ideas. Test it 
test it and test it. Fly with it.. lots of times.. until you feel it 
is really nice. The thing you were looking for.
If you don't know about acf design and you are good on 
modeling then ask someone to use his acf.. to build the 
3D for him. If you are making ACF for first time.. load 
other planes  similar than yours.. see how it work.. 
understand it.. and then make it better than the one you 
copied.
I started making games because most people start on 
this. I played games of others.. and thought "if this game 
would have this other thing that it doesn't have 
right now......." so... do it yourself!
Tools? PlaneMaker, Blender and GIMP. You can make 
very professional stuff with those tools. And they are for 
free! I work with 3DStudio Max because it’s the program I 
used before.. but I have been exporting on Blender all my 
planes.. and Blender is cool!

Xp10: The CRJ is without a doubt the most highly 
anticipated acf file to ever come to X-Plane, and your 
videos have played a tremendous role in building
this excitement. Can you tell us about how these videos 
came about, who “designed” them, and last, but not 
least, would you talk about choosing Chicane to be your 
signature musical motif?

Javier: Well I did those videos. I am a 3D artist that has 
seen lots of movies.. cinema.. loves animation.. 
movement of camera.. etc. So as I said before.. if we 
start from the rule  that the sound and music is 70% of 

the video, then why start first with a still image? No! We 
choose the music.. and then.. imagine.. with that music. 
Feel that a chill is running down your spine! Imagine!.... 
Then try to represent it on video. NEVER IS  THE SAME!!! 
HAHAHAHA.. but at least the idea is there.
Chicane? Because I like his music. Not only disco music.. 
but also ambient. A mix between those feeling. But I have 
others in my pocket! Mmmmm.. Right now I am learning 
electric guitar.. Maybe one day I will be able to compose 
the music of my videos. I would like to be like propsman 
that way!
Once you have an idea.. you record.. and if the video is 1 
minute long.. you record 4 or so of footage. The longer it 
will take to you to make that video... the more 
complicated are the cameras or FX. Truly I cannot stand 
to wait soooo long, so I don't spend more than 1 day on 
the video!! If I would spend more time..the videos would 
be better.. but my baby is so near to being born!! I cannot 
wait!!! haha

Xp10:  What trends do you see in the X-Plane 
environment building over the next few years, and what 
plans does your team have to meet these developments?

Javier: Well I am right now inside the Laminar team. Only 
a few months inside.. so I am the "young" one. I try to 
share my ideas and must say that they are really open 
ears  to what I say. Normally My ideas are about 
graphics.. etc... because I have a 15 years background in 
game development... but I know things take time.
I believe sooner or later there will appear another 
competitor of civil simulators. If right now it hasn’t 
happened it is because consoles. There is a war between 
Microsoft, Sony and Nintendo  so Microsoft needed all 
their money for this war. They do casual games. And 
simulators are "hard-gamers" "games", so once you have 
spent your money on the simulator it makes you 
happy for years.
Companies don't want that. They want your money 
quick.. and when they release the product they forget 
about it. Of course not all do that..but I believe it is done 
by lots of companies.
When companies see that products that take so long to 
develop can also make money.. maybe not at the 
beginning.. but strong money roots nonetheless.. then 
maybe there will other ones to come here. Eastern 
countries are coming-on strong in simulators, too.
X-Plane has is portion of the cake and wants more. Now 
they are making simulators for mobiles.. I think that is 
good for "calling" new fans to the big brother x-plane.
X-plane is a non-closed simulator. That is good because 
things change so people see those changes and new 
stuff. But this also can be bad because it can break 
things that when done before were working. That is the 
complaint of the external teams. Me as external team.. I 
have seen little breaks.. and hope not see on future. I 
think Laminar is making a great work on that putting the 
balance between new stuff and making all work. Huge 
work! and I am pleased because of that!
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Yet I hope more like PMDG, LEVELD FLIGHT1, aerosoft 
would come here to X-plane.

Xp10:   There are new technologies emerging in 
computers, notably faster CPUs and more powerful 
graphics processors becoming widely available.
 Do you feel you’ve done all you can to make the CRJ 
work with existing technology? 

Javier. No and yes. No because I think better things can 

be done. 
Everyday I learn something new.. but I have to put the 
"stop" somewhere.. because the most important thing is 
that the CRJ became a true plane.. not a promise. 

And yes.. because I AM DYING MAKING THIS PLANE!!!! I 
CANNOT STAND IT ANYMORE!!! HAHAHAHAHAHA.. I 
WANT IT OUT!!! hehehe

Xp10:  Whoa! Well… One other development interests 
many of our readers: the iPad. For instance, using the 
iPad to display PDF files of operating manuals and charts 
next to the main screen. Would you like to see something 
like Javier Cortes’ uFMC being used with the CRJ, for 
instance? Have you made any plans to utilize this new 
technology in a future update of the CRJ?

Javier: Yes.. we have plans to use the touch screens in 
future. But I will tell you the phrase I use most with Anton. 

"Step by step". We all have ideas. Problem is time and 
money to make them true!

Xp10:    Last, if you feel free to discuss this, can you tell 
us about any projects currently under development after 
the CRJ? A lot of interest is developing on the forums 
about the Airbus A320. Has the QPAC 320 made an 
impact on your development plans?   How about Peter 
Hager’s A321, due out later this summer?

Javier: Step by step. But because I like japanese way of 
life on some things.... If you are flexible as a junk then the 
strongest wind will never make you break.
We are planing to make the A320. For sure Peter will be 
make a great A321, but it will be different than ours. Not 
worse or better. Different.

Anyway, it’s been a pleasure! This was my first interview, 
too. Better if we had talked than all this writing (because 
it takes a long time!! haha), but nice!

Javier Rollón

Also thank you! Sorry for only few words... Javier has told 
most of stuff for me :)

Anton Volkov

Thatʼs all from Chaos Manor. Bye-bye for now!
Chip&Simon
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